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Abstract: 

Most commonly peoples are using public transportation system to reach their destination. Nowadays, there is a rise in the crime 

incidents happening on buses so the Smart Transportation Safety envisions improving public safety through a significant 

paradigm shift for police authority responses on crimes towards pro-active one. The fog- FISVER is a framework for intelligent 

public safety in vehicular environment to be taken before the fact in attempt to avoid crime incidents on public buses, and 

reducing fatalities. The application of smart surveillance in STS is critical for automatic and accurate identification of events in 

case of security threats in target environments. Through Fog-FISVER, in-vehicle and Fog infrastructures support autonomous and 

real-time crime detection on public bus services. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are number of devices within Internet of Things (IoT) 

that are connected via an Internet. The IoT devices are 

typically the sensors embedded in vehicles, buildings, and 

products commonly used by the people. The moving of data 

generated from IoT devices into cloud server for storage 

process is one of the challenges on the Internet infrastructure is 

expensive. The concept Fog computing is an emerging 

paradigm base on the creation of micro clouds near the sources 

of data. It shortens the communication time and cost, and also 

it reduces the huge data storage. Day by day its applications 

are increasing such as in smart cities, smart homes, and in 

industries [1]. Fog computing is an distributed network which 

provides the link for what data need to send to the cloud, and 

what can be analyzed locally, at the edge. The development of 

fog computing frameworks gives more choices for the 

organizations to process the data wherever it is appropriate. 

For example, in an incidents where connected machines need 

to be able to respond as soon as possible [2].  It can also be 

used in the scenarios where there is a need of bandwidth 

connection to send data, so it is processed closed to where it is 

created. The fog computing is also called as edge computing 

because it analyzes the time-sensitive data at the network edge 

[3]. The main objective of Smart Transportation Safety (STS) 

envisions in improving an public Safety to the people who are 

using public transportation system as wide in range to reach 

their distances. As of commonly people using public 

transportation in high. The violent crime incidents are also 

increasing day by day and till today. So to provide safety to 

the people in a public transportation system in a smarter way 

and to response to the incident that has been happened in pro-

active one, the Smart transportation System(STS) is a better 

way which improves public safety through a significant way. 

The Fog-FISVER Framework for intelligent public safety in 

vehicular environment is the one which aims to provide a new 

fog-capable architecture to Enhance crime assistance in an 

efficient way [4].The Smart video surveillance is one of the 

main applications of a Smart Transportation Safety(STS).It is 

used as a automatic and accurate identification of events in 

case of security threats in an public transportation system. To 

provide an efficient support for smart video surveillance an 

Fog-FISVER Acts as a framework which aims to provide a 

STS based applications that detect and predict crime incidents 

quickly and automatically, and by keeping a low network 

overhead. It delivers the system performance and device 

survivability behavior over STS use cases [5]. The live video 

streaming is a content distributors and other organizations and 

engaging actively through live events in real-time. The live 

video facilitates the monitoring deliveries, or transfers of “high 

risk” such as transporting prisoners, money or dangerous 

goods allowing for immediate action if a security incident 

occur. The video streaming is a very important tool for crucial 

event management. The real time video evidence  Provides the 

operator the information they need to take action if any 

dangerous incident happens [6]. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

  

Vehicular networking serves is one of the most important 

enabling technologies required to implement a myriad of 

applications related to vehicles. The excitement surrounding 

vehicular networking is not only due to the applications but 

also due to challenges and scale of the solutions. The main 

objective is to retaining their original scopes and structures so 

as to highlight their emphasis on different problems. One of 

these areas is SAE standardization which is in co-operation. 

Positioning functionality is required. The significant work is 

done to improve accuracy and position availability in all 

circumstances meaning that GPS based solutions should be 

investigated. It mainly prevents the availability to track a 

vehicle. This can be realized by providing standardized and 

common communication between vehicles. Risk analysis is 

used to identify and manage the assets threats and a crime 

attack in vehicular-communication. Another possibility to 

improve the performance is to leverage the information from 

other nodes in the system. To provide overall system 

improvement future solutions must focus on cross layer 

protocols that strike a balance among conflicting issues from 

different layers with an objective of end-to-end delay 

minimization [7]Smart video Surveillance systems use of 

cloud solutions for efficient large scale storage considering 

aspects such as privacy, reliability and fault tolerance and to 

run complex video analysis algorithms on demand considering 

encrypted data processing. It is based on cloud computing 

collects and analyzes video streams generated by video 
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surveillance cameras, optimizes the transmission of the video 

data according to network condition, and stores the video and 

associated metadata in a cloud. This architecture allows smart 

and fully scalable video surveillance. Components are as 

follows  

 

i) User collects video data from one or several IP cameras and 

manage their transmission to the cloud processing servers by 

managing its own internal buffer input/output rate and the 

quality of the images.  

ii) Cloud processing server receives video data from the users 

and indexes them controlling rate. It sends the processed 

information through a secure connection to the server 

depending on network status.  

iii) Storage server stores permanently all the information 

generated by the information generated by the cameras and 

processing servers, which is received through a server channel. 

iv) Web server provides a web portal to manage the system 

allowing secure access to the information stored in cloud. The 

processing server negotiates the video transmission rate with 

the clients, in order to guarantee system stability. The problem 

n video surveillance system is privacy. For this purpose, 

communications are secured with SSL protocol and 

asymmetric encryption [8]. Modern multimedia surveillance 

are comprised of a large number of heterogeneous sensors 

distributed over multiple sites. This paper reports several  

Distinctive issues of a cloud based multimedia surveillance 

system. A cloud based video surveillance system is proposed 

with emphasis on storage. They analyzed the storage 

requirements of a traditional surveillance system and justified 

their choice of a cloud based storage as an alternative to that of 

traditional approach. It also addresses the optimization aspect 

of video transmission over to the cloud and investigated a 

secure and efficient cloud storage system. choosing an suitable 

strategy to capture sensor data streams and store it in the cloud 

storage is important. This mechanism takes the burden of 

round trip data query for each data request from the cloud. 

These data are processed in real time and often in an offline 

fashion to detect safety events. The performance of a 

surveillance system can be greatly influenced if flexible 

storage elasticity is not provided by the cloud provider. There 

exist many different resource allocations strategies for cloud 

resources to satisfy the optimization objectives. The 

identification of the security  and privacy leakage channels in 

cloud based multimedia surveillance system is very important., 

and to take a strong measures to mitigate any relevant threats 

[9].The internet has two trends, a plethora of research has been 

conducted to support mobile cloud computing, which bridges 

the cloud and mobile cloud computing which bridges the cloud 

and mobile devices by using both the powerful computing 

capability of the cloud and the mobility support of mobile 

devices. However, because of latency, security and privacy-

sensitive, geographically constrained a new diagram Fog 

Computing, has emerged. Fog computing will distribute 

advanced computing, storage, networking and management 

services closer to end users along the continuum, from the 

cloud to things and devices, thus forming a distributed and 

virtualized  platform. It has quickly garnered much attention 

from both industry and academics. It has many advantages 

such as, real-time processing, rapid and affordable scaling and 

local content resource pooling. It naturally bridges the Internet 

of things with the existing Internet computing infrastructure. 

Today fog is still in its early stages and presents a set of new 

challenges, such as security and privacy. The proposed system 

to use fog computing to improve the distribution of certificate 

revocation information among IoT devices for security 

enhancement [10]. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, we put forth the cause for the design, 

deployment, and performance evaluation of a fog-assistant 

architectural framework to afford designing smart-surveillance 

based STS use cases for crime detection in smart 

transportation systems. The target at in-Vehicles that is the 

STS Fog Infrastructures for enhancing STS application 

performance. Fog-FISVER provides a smart value-added 

procedures accessible through open Web-based interfaces. 

This overview, aims at analyzing the performance of the Fog-

FISVER and it is foreseen that the deployment of the Fog-

FISVER approach into a real smart surveillance based STS 

system, for assessments in different perspectives. 
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